Existing document filtering systems learn user profiles based on user relevance feedback on documents. In some cases, users may have prior knowledge about what features are important. For example, a Spanish speaker may only want news written in Spanish, and thus a relevant document should contain the feature "Language: Spanish"; a researcher focusing on HIV knows an article with the medical subject "Subject: AIDS" is very likely to be relevant to him/her.
INTRODUCTION
Information filtering systems process a document stream and recommend relevant documents to individual users. Existing filtering approaches are generally categorized into content-based filtering [27] and collaborative filtering. This paper focuses on the content-based adaptive filtering. In content-based filtering, the system assumes documents with similar content to what a user liked before are likely to be relevant. In adaptive filtering, potentially relevant documents must be delivered immediately, thus the system has no time to accumulate and rank a set of documents as a traditional retrieval system does. An adaptive filtering system usually makes a binary decision to accept or reject a newly arrived document for each individual user.
A content-based filtering system [26] maintains a user profile for each user to represent his/her information need(s). Assuming a user provides some examples of relevant documents initially, the user profile is created based on these examples and/or the initial user query. While filtering, the profile is updated based on periodic feedback from the user. Largely influenced by the TREC filtering track, almost all existing content-based filtering approaches learn user profiles based on user-labeled documents. The documents could be news, technical reports, emails, or messages. In commercial recommender systems such as Amazon, eBay, etc., the labeled documents could be the descriptions of a set of userrated items.
Similar to many other IR applications, a filtering system usually involves a large number of document features, including terms and facet-value pairs (such as "Author:
Stephen Hawking"), etc. Usually, only a limited number of features are useful for determining whether a document is relevant or not. In many cases, users have some prior knowledge about what features are important, especially if the semantic meanings of the features are clear. For example, a researcher interested in HIV has the knowledge that the facet-value pair "MeSH: AIDS" is an important feature and the documents containing this feature are very likely to be relevant. Besides, users may want to put constraints on some facets of the delivered documents, such as format, authors, language, etc. For example, a Chinese reader may only want news articles written in Chinese.
In this paper 1 , we explore how to exploit users' prior knowledge about document features for the filtering task. Specifically, we focus on the filtering of semi-structured documents, which usually contain a number of faceted features (i.e., facet-value pairs). There are three major reasons why we think user feedback on faceted features (i.e., faceted feedback) is promising. First, users might be able to provide reliable feedback on document facets. Compared with isolated terms, common document facets including format, authors, language, topics, subjects, prices, genres, etc., usually represent clear semantic concepts and thus are easier for users to understand. Similar to e-commerce users, filtering system users might be able to provide reliable feedback on facet-value pairs. Second, semi-structured documents with faceted features are increasingly prevalent. Due to several advantages offered by semi-structured documents, many publishers and information providers are creating documents in structured or semi-structured format. The development of text mining techniques (classification, clustering, information extraction, etc.) has made it possible to create facets for text documents automatically. The Semantic Web effort, social tagging web sites, and the Open Directory Project also provide a good way to create faceted features using the power of folksonomy. Besides, for certain document types (pictures, movies, products, etc.), faceted features are usually more accessible and informative than terms. Third, faceted search has gained great success in e-commerce over past years, and most popular online retailers, such as Amazon and eBay, now provide faceted search interfaces for buyers to narrow down products by putting constraints on a group of merchandise facets, such as category, price, brand, size, etc. This strengthens our belief that users are willing and able to give reliable feedback on faceted features in order to achieve a better experience.
To use faceted feedback for filtering, we need to answer three important research questions. First, how to select a small number of feature candidates for users to provide feedback. There are usually a large number of facet-value pairs in the whole corpus and it is important not to overwhelm users with too many candidates. Considering that a filtering system may have collected some labeled documents over time, we propose a feature candidate selection method based on both labeled and unlabeled documents. Secondly, how to design the user interface to help users provide reliable feedback. We envision two alternative user interaction mechanisms and compare their performances in this paper. Thirdly, given different types of feedback from the user including relevance feedback on documents and faceted feedback on features, how to learn the user profile. In this paper, we propose a semi-supervised user profile learning algorithm that can integrate two types of user feedback in a unified framework. We also implement some other methods by adapting techniques proposed for retrieval and text classification tasks and compare our algorithm with these methods.
The major contributions of this paper include: 1) we evaluate the usage of user feedback on faceted features for the filtering task and the experimental results show that faceted feedback is useful, especially in the cold-start scenario, where the filtering process starts with few or no relevant documents; 2) we propose a user profile learning algorithm that can learn from user feedback on both instances and features. The experimental results show that this algorithm performs consistently well and seems more robust than some other methods used for retrieval and text classification tasks; and 3) we envision and compare two user interaction mechanisms for soliciting user feedback on faceted features and observe no significant difference with respect to filtering performances between these two mechanisms.
RELATED WORK
Previous research on content-based filtering is largely influenced by the Filtering Track in TREC 4-11 [11] [18] , where the task is to identify documents relevant to a specific topic from a document stream. Almost all research on content-based filtering is based on learning from labeled documents, and to our knowledge, this is the first work that aims to use user feedback on features for the filtering task.
Although using user feedback on features is not studied in the context of filtering, there is some related work about using feature feedback for retrieval and text-related learning tasks such as text classification.
Relevance feedback [20, 29, 23] has been shown to be an effective way to help retrieval systems improve retrieval performance. Besides the commonly used relevance feedback mechanism in which users are asked to judge whether a document is relevant or not, there has been some work on soliciting user feedback on document features. The term-based feedback mechanism, in which users are asked to identify relevant terms, has been studied by several researchers [5, 22, 2, 9, 10] . Recently, faceted feedback has been proposed for users to identify suitable faceted constraints on semistructured documents to help improve retrieval performance [28, 30] .
There has been some recent interest in incorporating userlabeled features into text classification [14, 16, 15, 4] . Most research in this area involves asking users to label terms, and exploring how to learn a classifier from labeled terms. Liu et al. [14] ask human annotators to identify highly predictive terms from term clusters. The unlabeled instances are then soft-labeled according to their cosine similarity to the pseudo-instances that only contain user-identified features. Raghavan, Madani, and Jones [16] interleave user feedback on instances and features in a unified learning framework called tandem learning. Their experiments demonstrate that humans can provide accurate information about features, and that it takes one fifth as long to label features as to label instances. Raghavan and Allan [15] provide several methods for training SVMs with labeled features, including adjusting the parameters of labeled features, creating pseudo-instances that only contain labeled features, and soft-labeling unlabeled instances. Dayanic et al. [3] combine domain knowledge with training examples in a Bayesian framework. The domain knowledge is used to specify a prior distribution for the parameters of a logistic regression model. Druck et al. [4] propose a semi-supervised learning algorithm that uses labeled features to constrain the model's predictions on unlabeled instances based on generalized expectation criteria. This paper differs from the prior work by focusing on a different task: adaptive information filtering. Some of the techniques we tried in this paper are motivated by the prior work. The new user profile learning algorithm proposed in this paper is motivated by [4] , however, with significant differences. First, our algorithm is designed to incorporate two types of user feedback, that is, to learn from labeled instances and features simultaneously in order to fit the filtering task where users may provide mixed types of feedback. In our algorithm, we use a unified loss function to combine user feedback on both instances and features. Secondly, our model is designed to capture the sufficiency and necessity of user-labeled features. The assumption of our model is users can identify important features and an important feature should have a high correlation with the document label. To measure this correlation, we propose the concepts of sufficiency and necessity and explicitly capture them in our algorithm.
FACETED FEEDBACK FOR FILTERING
In this paper, each metadata field of semi-structured documents is called a document facet, such as "Date", "Author", "People", "Source", "Topic", "Location", etc. A document may be assigned with one or several values on a particular facet. We call a facet (f) with a specific value (v) a facetvalue pair (f: v) or a faceted feature. Examples of faceted features are "Date: 2010-12-25", "Author: Stephen Hawking", "Region: United States", etc. Faceted features convey important information about documents which may not be clearly expressed in document texts, for example, the "Date" of a news article. In some cases, this information is crucial in determining the relevance of a document. For example, a user may only want news on a topic reported recently rather than years ago. To help explore user information needs, it is reasonable to ask users for feedback on faceted features. In this paper, "user feedback on faceted features" is sometimes called "faceted feedback" for short.
User Interaction Mechanism
In a typical feature-based feedback mechanism, users are asked to identify "relevant" features from a group of candidates. However, the definition of "relevance" of a feature is usually not well-defined. Instead, we expect users to select features that are predictive of document labels (relevant or non-relevant), or from a mathematical point of view, the correlation between a relevant feature and the document label should be high. To help understand how users can identify the relevant features, we roughly categorize relevant features into the following two groups:
1. sufficient features: a feature is sufficient if all documents with this feature are relevant. We define the sufficiency of a feature (f ) as the probability that a document is relevant (y = 1) when this document has this feature (f = 1), that is P (y = 1|f = 1). Sufficient features should have P (y = 1|f = 1) equal or close to 1.
2. necessary features: a feature is necessary if all relevant documents in the whole corpus must have this feature. We define the necessity of a feature (f ) as the probability that a document has this feature (f = 1) when this document is relevant (y = 1), that is P (f = 1|y = 1). Necessary features should have P (f = 1|y = 1) equal or close to 1.
According to the definition of correlation in statistics, P (y = 1|f = 1) and P (f = 1|y = 1) are the only two factors that account for the correlation between a feature and the document label.
We envision two interaction mechanisms for soliciting user feedback on features. In the first mechanism, the system asks users to identify "relevant" features from a group of feature candidates. In the second mechanism, the system Figure 1 : Two types of user feedback in a filtering system asks users to specifically identify which features are likely to be sufficient and which are likely to be necessary. If the user thinks the existence of a faceted feature is strong evidence of a document being relevant, the feature is probably sufficient. For example, the facet-value pair "MeSH: AIDS" is probably a sufficient feature for the researcher interested in HIV. On the other hand, if the user thinks a relevant document should meet some faceted constraint as specified by a faceted feature, the feature is probably necessary. For example, the facet-value pair "Language: Spanish" is probably a necessary feature for the Spanish speaker who only wants news articles written in Spanish.
Incorporating User Feedback on Features
We envision a filtering system that integrates two types of user feedback: 1) relevance feedback on documents; and 2) user feedback on features ( Figure 1 ). Whenever a new document arrives, the system determines whether to deliver it to a user based on how well this document matches the user profile. At any time, the system can suggest a set of probably relevant features based on the current user profile. Users can choose to provide relevance feedback on delivered documents or to identify relevant features from the feature candidates. Whenever the system receives any type of feedback from the user, it updates the user's profile accordingly.
FEATURE CANDIDATE SELECTION
When asking for feature-based feedback, it is important not to overwhelm users with too many feature candidates. In this section, we focus on how to select a small number of feature candidates. Intuitively, good feature candidates should: 1) have a high probability of being chosen by the user; and 2) provide substantial information for user profile learning. In this paper, we focus on the first aspect and leave the second to our future work.
There has been much previous work on feature selection for text classification [24] , and most of the existing approaches are based on the availability of labeled documents. However, in the scenario of filtering, the number of userlabeled documents is usually small or even zero, especially at the early stage of a filtering process, which is known as the cold-start problem [21] . Thus, we need a feature selection method that fits the filtering task better.
We propose a method for feature selection based on the current user profile, a set of user-labeled documents (L), and a set of unlabeled documents (C). The first step is to classify all unlabeled documents into a positive set C + and a negative set C − according to the current user profile.
Then existing feature selection methods can be adapted here based on the set of user-labeled relevant documents (L + ), the set of user-labeled non-relevant documents (L − ), the set of positively classified documents (C + ), and the set of negatively classified documents (C − ). Motivated by the well known TF*IDF method, we use the following scoring function to rank features for feature selection:
where N(f, L + ) is the number of relevant documents that contain feature f (similarly for N(f, C + )), IDF(f ) is the Inverse Document Frequency of feature f , α and β are the corresponding weights. The intuition behind this ranking function is a feature occurring rarely in the whole corpus (thus has a high IDF) while frequently in the relevant (L + ) and probably relevant documents (C + ) is highly predictive of the document label.
USER PROFILE LEARNING: THE GEN-ERALIZATION CONSTRAINT MODEL
In a filtering system with feature-based feedback enabled, the user profile learning algorithm should be able to learn from user feedback on both instances and features simultaneously. In this section, we introduce the Generalization Constraint Model (GCM), which incorporates user-labeled features as constraints on model generalization.
Notations
We define the notations that will be used later as follows:
• y: the label of a document. y = 1 means "relevant" and y = −1 "non-relevant".
• f : the indicator of whether a feature appears or not, f = 1 means "appear" and f = −1 "not appear".
• θ: the model parameter (i.e., user profile vector).
• di: the vector representation of document i.
• C: the set of unlabeled documents.
• C f : the set of documents in C where a particular feature appears (f = 1) or not (f = −1).
• L: the set of user-labeled documents.
• Fs: the set of features labeled as "sufficient" by the user.
• Fn: the set of features labeled as "necessary" by the user.
Modeling Sufficiency and Necessity
The assumption of our model is a user selects a feature because this feature has a high sufficiency and/or necessity. To make use of user feedback on features, we need to model a feature's sufficiency P (y = 1|f = 1) and necessity P (f = 1|y = 1).
Logistic regression has been shown to work well for adaptive filtering [25] . We use logistic regression to model the probability of a document label (y) given the document vector (di) and the user profile (θ):
Assume that the probability of a document's label (y) is independent with any feature (f ) given the user profile (θ):
Assume the probability of a document vector (di) is independent with the user profile (θ) given a feature (f ):
Then the sufficiency of a feature given the user profile could be derived as follows:
where |C f | denotes the total number of documents in C f . P (y|di, θ) can be calculated using the current user profile. According to Bayes' theorem, the necessity of a feature given the user profile could be derived as follows:
where P (f |θ) = P (f ) since f and θ are independent with each other. P (f ) can be estimated according to the occurrence number of f in the whole corpus.
Reference Distributions
A feature labeled as "necessary" by the user should have a high necessity, and a feature labeled as "sufficient" should have a high sufficiency. To quantify the necessity and sufficiency of user-labeled features, we introduce two Bernoulli distributions as the reference distributions: T y|f and T f |y . For sufficient features, the distribution P (y|f, θ) should be close to the distribution T y|f ; and for necessary features, the distribution P (f |y, θ) should be close to the distribution T f |y . We use KL divergence to measure the distances between P y|f,θ and T y|f (Equation 5), and P f |y,θ and T f |y (Equation 6).
The parameters of the reference distributions T y|f and T f |y could be tuned using a parameter tuning set. We did not use the special distribution T (y = 1|f = 1) = 1 for sufficient features and the special distribution T (f = 1|y = 1) = 1 for necessary features since users usually do not have enough knowledge to accurately distinguish if a feature is exactly sufficient/necessary or not. While tuning the parameters in our experiments, we found these special distributions are far from optimal and the optimal values of T (f = 1|y = 1) and T (y = 1|f = 1) tend to be relatively low.
The parameters of the reference distributions should be facet-dependent, since the reliability of user feedback on different facets may differ significantly. Some facets, such as "Time", "Location", and "People", represent very clear concepts and are easy for users to understand. While some other facets, such as "Topic", usually do not have a clear definition and different users may disagree on what values a document should have on these facets. User feedback on the first class of facets is usually more credible than that on the second class. Thus we may want to use different reference distributions for features of different facets. In our experiments, the parameters of reference distributions of different facets are tuned on a parameter tuning set, and we find the optimal reference distributions for different facets are significantly different.
Integrating Two Types of Feedback
We propose to use a unified loss function to combine user feedback on both instances and features. Given user-labeled documents L, user-identified sufficient features Fs, and useridentified necessary features Fn, the loss function is:
where the first item corresponds to user feedback on documents, the second and third items correspond to user feedback on features, and the fourth item handles regularization. λ1, λ2, λ3, and λ4 are pre-set parameters that could be tuned on the parameter tuning set.
The user profile θ * can be obtained by minimizing the loss function:
Gradient-based optimization algorithms, such as conjugate gradient descent, could be used to find the optimal user profile θ * .
EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

Experimental Goals
We design a series of experiments to evaluate the proposed ideas and methods. Specifically, our experiments are designed to answer the following questions:
• Is user feedback on faceted features useful for filtering?
• Can the Generalization Constraint Model proposed in section 5 effectively learn user profiles from user feedback on both instances and features?
• Which user interaction mechanism for soliciting faceted feedback proposed in Section 3.1 is better?
• How does the Generalization Constraint Model compare with other methods with the similar goal?
To answer the first and second questions, we conduct a user study on Amazon Mechanical Turk to collect user feedback on faceted features. Then we run adaptive filtering experiments using the proposed user profile learning algorithm and see whether filtering performances could be improved compared with no faceted feedback. To answer the third question, we design two user interfaces with different tasks: one is to ask users to select relevant features and the other is to ask users to select necessary and sufficient features respectively. To answer the fourth question, we implement several methods originally proposed for learning from labeled features for search or text classification task, and compare them with the proposed algorithm on the adaptive filtering task.
Data Sets
We use two data sets from the TREC filtering track for the adaptive filtering experiments.
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The OHSUMED data set is used in the TREC 2000 filtering track [19] . This data set consists of a medical corpus, 63 topics (information needs), and the corresponding document relevance judgments. The corpus contains a total of 348,566 medical articles selected from a subset of 270 medical journals covering years from 1987 to 1991. Each document of this corpus has some metadata fields including MeSH (Medical Subject Headings), Author, Date, etc., from which we can create faceted features. In our experiments, we chose to use the MeSH field, which is perhaps the most informative metadata field for the information needs in this data set.
The RCV1 data set is used in the TREC 2002 filtering track [18] . We only use the first 50 topics of this track to simulate user information needs 3 . The RCV1 (Reuters Corpus Volume 1) corpus [13] contains about 810,000 Reuters news stories published from 1996-08-20 to 1997-08-19. Each document of this corpus has some metadata, and we choose to use three metadata fields (Topic, geographical Region, and Industry) to create faceted features.
Filtering Settings
The filtering settings in our experiments are similar to those of the adaptive filtering task in the TREC filtering track, however, there are some changes. For each user, the filtering system starts with an initial query, some (or zero) relevant document samples, and a set of unlabeled documents for training. Before the filtering process starts, the user is asked to provide the first-round faceted feedback. Then the system starts filtering the testing documents in the order of document publishing date. During the filtering process, relevance judgments on delivered documents are available for user profile learning in order to simulate users' immediate relevance feedback on documents. If onethird of the testing documents are processed and at least two documents have been delivered, the system will present the second-round feature candidates to the user for faceted feedback refinement and incorporate the user's faceted feedback immediately. By setting the second-round user interaction, we want to evaluate whether users are able to improve the quality of their feedback during the filtering process.
The user profile is updated whenever some user feedback is available. We also change the number of initially known relevant documents to see if faceted feedback is more useful when fewer relevant documents are initially known and if it is no longer useful when more relevant documents are available.
Faceted Feedback Collection
To evaluate whether real users are able to provide useful feedback on features for the filtering task, we conduct a user study on Amazon Mechanical Turk. Mechanical Turk is an online marketplace for work, where requesters can publish tasks that require human intelligence and workers can choose to work on the tasks to get paid. Researchers have compared TREC assessors with Mechanical Turk workers, and demonstrated that Mechanical Turk workers are a good source for IR evaluation [1] .
In our user study, Mechanical Turk workers are recruited to act as real filtering users and provide faceted feedback. To avoid careless workers and ensure the quality of the study, we restrict the qualified workers who can work on our tasks to those in the United States 4 and have an approval rate of over 95% and more than 50 approved submissions on Mechanical Turk. Since the OHSUMED data set contains a lot of medical terms, we require that workers have common sense in medicine in order to be qualified to work on this data set.
We design two tasks for each query: the first task (Task I) is to ask the user to select "relevant" features, and the second (Task II) is to ask users to select "necessary" and "sufficient" features respectively. Equation 1 is used to rank features and we keep the top 20 ones as feature candidates. For each individual query, we recruit ten workers with half of them working on the first task and half of them on the second task. The users working on the first task are only asked to provide one round of feedback, and users working on the second task are asked to provide two rounds of feedback. For the first-round feedback, the topic statement (including Title, Description, and Narrative) and a group of feature candidates (we use 10 in our experiments) are shown to the user; and for the second-round feedback, a set of delivered documents are additionally shown to help users refine their feedback. In Task II, users were given the explanations of sufficient and necessary features (including examples of these two types of features). For each task, results of all five users are used and the average performance will be reported.
Document and User Profile Representation
For each document vector, we use term features, faceted features, along with a dummy variable always equal to 1. Specifically, we use the following formula to compute a document vector d:
In Equation 9, tf(i, d) is the frequency of feature i in document d. For a faceted feature, we assume its frequency is 1 if it occurs in a document, otherwise 0. df(i) is the document frequency of feature i, N is the total number of documents. At any time of the filtering process, only documents that have been processed are considered for the computation of all statistics in Equation 9 .
Both term features and faceted features are used in user profiles. To ensure a number of faceted features are kept in the user profile, we select term features and faceted features separately. For each user profile, we allow the maximum number of term features to be 30 and the maximum number of faceted features to be 10. We use the Rocchio method [20] to determine which features will be kept in the user profile. For faceted features, we assume user-labeled faceted features are contained in the original query when applying the Rocchio method.
Evaluation Metrics
In the TREC-9, TREC-10 and TREC-11 filtering tracks, the following utility function was used [18] :
where R + is the number of relevant documents delivered, and N + is the number of non-relevant documents delivered. A normalized version of T11SU was also used in TREC-11:
where MaxU = 2 * (R + + R − ) is the maximum possible utility and MinNU = −0.5.
We use T11SU as the major evaluation measure, and all algorithms are designed to optimize this measure (if applicable). We will also report the results on T11U, MacroPrecision, and Macro-Recall.
More Details
For each data set, we split the query topics into two equalsize sets for parameter tuning and testing respectively. The parameters of all reference distributions and λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4 in Equation 7 are tuned on the parameter tuning set by maximizing the metric T11SU. For simplicity, we manually set α = 2, β = 1 in Equation 1 to give a higher weight to the frequency in user-labeled relevant documents (L + ).
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The Overall Performance
The performances with and without faceted feedback are compared in Table 1 . For each data set, we tried several runs starting with 0/1/2 relevant documents respectively. The baseline runs ("rDocs = 0/1/2") learn user profiles from only relevance judgments on documents using Norm-2 regularized logistic regression. To ensure the baseline methods are well implemented, we compared the performances of the baseline runs with those reported in previous work [32, 19, 18] , and found our performances are comparable to them. For each run with faceted feedback ("with FFb"), the Generalization Constraint Model is used to learn user profiles from both relevance judgments on documents and user feedback on faceted features. For runs included in Table 1 , we use two rounds of user feedback collected in Task II, where users are asked to select necessary and sufficient features respectively.
According to Table 1 , we have the following findings: 1) Faceted feedback can help improve filtering performances. We find filtering performances are improved on both data sets when using faceted feedback. 2) Faceted feedback is more valuable when fewer relevant documents are initially available. All measures are improved significantly 5 when no relevant document is initially available on OHSUMED. Most measures are improved significantly when one relevant document is initially available on OHSUMED and zero or one relevant document is initially available on RCV1. On both data sets, only slight improvements are observed for most measures when starting with two relevant documents. This is not surprising since faceted feedback can provide less additional information when more relevant documents are initially available. 
Filtering Algorithm Comparison
There have been some methods for learning from labeled features proposed in previous work. We adapt some of them to the adaptive filtering task and compare them with the proposed Generalization Constraint Model (GCM). These methods include:
• Boolean Strategy: The Boolean model has been used in many IR applications, such as faceted search in e-commerce. It seems a natural choice to only deliver documents that contain user-specified features. In our experiments, we tried two runs of Boolean model: BOOL(A) and BOOL(O). BOOL(A) requires a document to have all user-specified features (AND) in order to be delivered, and BOOL(O) requires a document to have at least one of the user-specified features (OR). Before applying the Boolean filter, the Norm-2 regularized logistic regression is used for the first-round
• Feature Selection: This method relies on user feedback to do feature selection and only user-selected features will be used in the user profile. The Norm-2 regularized logistic regression is then used to learn user profiles. Feature selection has been shown to be an important step in many IR applications including filtering. This method assumes that user-selected features are important for document classification; however, it leaves the feature-weight learning work to the learning algorithm.
• Pseudo-Relevant Document: This method generates a pseudo-relevant document based on userselected features. In our experiments, we tried two runs: "Pseudo-D" and "Pseudo-Q". "Pseudo-D" treats all user-selected features as a pseudo-relevant document. "Pseudo-Q" combines user-selected features with the topic statement. Since documents in our data sets contain two types of features (terms and facetvalue pairs) and only user feedback on faceted features is collected, it seems a more reasonable choice to treat the topic statement together with user-selected faceted features as a pseudo-relevant document.
• Feature Prior: This method assumes user-selected features follow a special prior distribution. In [3] , the authors use Bayesian logistic regression to incorporate domain knowledge for text classification. In our experiments, we assume user-selected features follow a prior distribution with a special mean, while all other features follow a prior with mean 0. The special mean is tuned on the parameter tuning set.
• Generalized Expectation Criteria (GEC): This method is proposed in [4] for text classification task. The labeled features are used directly to constrain the model's predictions on unlabeled instances and the soft constraints are expressed using generalized expectation criteria. The assumption of this method is a document containing a labeled feature has a high probability of belonging to the corresponding class(es). In other words, labeled features are assumed sufficient for the corresponding class(es). Unlike the GCM proposed in this paper, GEC assumes no labeled instances are available, and does not try to capture the necessity of user-labeled features. In our experiments, we modify GEC by adding an item corresponding to labeled instances to the objective function used in [4] and compare it with GCM.
For all above methods and our method (GCM), user feedback collected in Task I is used; no relevant documents are initially known; and the Norm-2 regularized logistic regression is used as the underlying filtering algorithm, if necessary. For our method (GCM), we assume user-selected features are both necessary and sufficient. Table 2 compares the performances of different methods. Although widely used in the e-commerce domain, the Boolean models (BOOL(A) and BOOL(O)) do not work well on both data sets. No significant improvement is achieved and Recall is hurt significantly on RCV1. This result is consistent with the findings reported in [28] for document retrieval task. Using user feedback for feature selection (FS) improves the performances, but not significantly. Using user feedback as a pseudo-relevant document (Pseudo-D) does not work well on both data sets and hurts the measure we are focusing on (T11SU). This is not surprising in our experimental settings: we use both term and faceted features while the pseudo-relevant document contains only faceted features. Conversely, we can understand why "Pseudo-Q" performs better, though no significant improvement is observed on RCV1. The "Prior" method significantly improves Recall, but the improvements on other measures are not significant. The Generalized Expectation Criteria (GEC) works well on RCV1, however, not significantly better than the baseline on OHSUMED. This is probably because OHSUMED has fewer relevant documents and feature necessity (which is not captured by GEC) is more important for a document to be relevant on this data set. According to Table 2 , most existing methods do not perform consistently better than the baseline on the filtering data sets. Encouragingly, our model (GCM) significantly outperforms the baseline on both data sets. 
User Interaction Mechanism Comparison
Two user interaction mechanisms (used in Task I and II respectively) are compared and the filtering performances using two mechanisms are reported in Table 3 . The run "Rel" corresponds to Task I in which users are asked to select relevant features and only the first-round user feedback is used; "NS(1r)" corresponds to Task II in which users are asked to select sufficient and necessary features respectively and only the first-round feedback is used; and "NS(1&2r)" uses both two rounds of user feedback collected in Task II. All runs start with zero relevant documents. The Generalization Constraint Model (GCM) is used for all runs except the "Baseline". For the run "Rel", we assume all user-selected features are both necessary and sufficient when applying the GCM. Table 3 shows that users can provide useful feedback with both interaction mechanisms. It is somewhat surprising that there is no significant difference between "Rel" and "NS(1r)". Table 4 shows two query examples with two users' feedback collected in Task I and II respectively. In general, the necessary features the user selected look reasonable; however, the sufficient features are not. This is probably because very few facet-value pairs are sufficient (or approximately sufficient) on our data sets (especially on RCV1), while users tend to choose some results so their results are not rejected on Mechanical Turk.
We also compared "NS(1r)" and "NS(1&2r)" to see if the quality of user feedback can be improved during the filtering process. However, we did not observe significant improvement on "NS(1&2r)" over "NS(1r)". There are two possible explanations: 1) the additional information provided to users does not help them improve feedback quality significantly; or 2) faceted feedback is no longer useful when a few documents have been labeled. Table 3 : Adaptive filtering performances using different user interaction mechanisms. Baseline: no faceted feedback used; Rel: faceted feedback collected in Task I is used; NS(1r): 1st round faceted feedback collected in Task II is used; NS(1&2r): two rounds of faceted feedback collected in Task II are used. "↑" indicates a significant improvement over the "Baseline". No significant difference is observed between "Rel" and "NS(1r)", and "NS(1r)" and "NS(1&2r)". 
OHSUMED
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Users of filtering systems might be willing to interact with the system and provide some feedback in order to gain a better long-term experience. Existing content-based adaptive filtering systems learn user profiles mainly based on users' relevance feedback on documents. We propose to exploit user feedback on faceted features for filtering semistructured documents. We propose a feature candidate selection method fitting to the filtering task, and a user pro- We evaluate our work on two filtering data sets from the TREC filtering track and conduct a user study to collect faceted feedback on Amazon Mechanical Turk. The experimental results show that user feedback on faceted features is useful for filtering, especially in the cold-start settings that few or no relevant documents are provided before the filtering process starts. The Generalization Constraint Model we proposed is a semi-supervised learning algorithm and can explicitly model the two key factors (necessity and sufficiency) that account for the correlation between a user-labeled feature and the document label. The experimental results show that GCM performs consistently well on two data sets and seems more robust than several other methods. We also compared two user interaction mechanisms for soliciting user feedback on faceted features and found no significant difference with respect to filtering performances. It is also observed that user feedback refinement in our experiments is not quite useful. This is the first step to exploiting faceted feedback for filtering semi-structured documents, and the techniques proposed are far from optimal. The feature candidate selection method used in this paper focuses on selecting features with a high probability of being chosen by the user. However, a good feature candidate should also bring as many learning benefits if its label is known. In our future work, we will explore active learning techniques for faceted feature candidate selection. Also, we will pay attention to the specialties of faceted features. For example, features on different document facets are not equally informative for a particular information need. In this paper, we manually choose important metadata fields (facets) for our experiments, and it is still an open question how to automatically identify useful facets for users to provide feedback.
How to use feedback on features is an important question in retrieval, text classification and filtering, and this problem has not been well researched. Existing work in this direction mainly uses some simple approaches. For example, adjusting the weights of user-labeled features using heuristics, converting labeled features to pseudo-labeled instances, etc. The Generalization Constraint Model proposed in this paper performs well on the filtering task, and can also be adapted for retrieval and text classification tasks in the future.
Terms are the dominating features on the data sets used in this paper, and we expect that faceted feedback will be even more useful in applications where faceted features are dominating, such as product/coupon/discount email alerts sent from Groupon.com. Evaluation on these applications is a direction we will be going with our future work.
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